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Telling a complete story
from an incomplete record

Gloria Whelan this summer was pre-
sented with the 2017 Mark Twain Award
for Distinguished Contributions to
Midwestern Literature by the Society for
the Study of Midwestern Literature.
Previous winners include SMA members
Louise Erdrich, Ted Kooser and the late
Gwendolyn Brooks. ... While in Duluth
for an August book event, Edward
“Ted” McClelland saw John Cella, for-
mer manager of Chicago Seminary Co-op
and 57th Street Books.
Cella retired to Duluth
with his wife, Laura, a
Minnesota native. ...
Cyndee Schaffer pre-
sented “The Journey to
Mollie's War: WACs
and World War II” to
the Jefferson County
Historical Society in
Mount Vernon,
Illinois, on Aug. 19 as part of the Totality
Fest: Get Eclipsed in Mt. Vernon activi-
ties prior to the solar eclipse on Aug. 21.
... Donna Solecka Urbikas will be on a 7
p.m. Oct. 10 author panel at the
Copernicus Center, 5216 W. Lawrence,
Chicago, on the theme of the “Power of
Identity” during Polish Heritage Month.
Also, Donna was a finalist in the
Midwest Independent Publishing

Association Book
Awards and a Bronze
winner with Foreword
INDIES.  ... The Sept.
29 New York Times
profiled Haki
Madhubuti as his
Third World Press
turns 50. “That half-
century has been spent

at the heart of black intellectual life in
Chicago, far away from mainstream, and
mostly white, publishing circles in
Manhattan,” the Times reported. “Third
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Telling a full story
using historical
photographs is a

challenge when the photos
show only part of what
happened.

Authors Richard Cahan
and Michael Williams,
speaking at the Society of
Midland Authors’ Sept. 12
program at the Harold
Washington Library
Center in Chicago, said they encountered
that challenge when they wrote Un-
American: The Incarceration of Japanese
Americans During World War II
(CityFiles Press, 2016).

To write the book, the authors traveled

to the National Archives at
College Park in Maryland
to examine thousands of
images captured by such
noted photographers as
Dorothea Lange and Ansel
Adams, who were hired by
the government to docu-
ment the rounding up and
incarceration in 1942 of
110,000 residents of
Japanese ancestry, 70,000
of them American citizens.

“This was a photo collection that I had
been pursuing for many years,” Williams
said. “Once we saw this collection, we
knew we had to do something with it.” 

But publishing a book that documented
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Michael Williams (above left) and Richard
Cahan discuss their book Un-American at the
Society of Midland Authors’ Sept. 12 program
at the Harold Washington Library Center
in Chicago. Among the images they project-
ed on a screen during the program (right)
was that of camp survivor Rachel Kuruma
holding a photo of herself taken just before
she was taken to a camp at age 11.
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World Press has released hundreds of
books of poetry, nonfiction and memoir
reflecting on the black experience in
America, many written by people whose
work would not have been accepted by
bigger, corporate-owned publishers. ... Dr.
Madhubuti’s own plan is to begin another
memoir, picking up after his first one,
YellowBlack: The First Twenty-One Years
of a Poet’s Life.” ... Dan Dinello’s story
“The Dangerous Unreality of Trumpland
Rests on Totalitarian Foundation” was
recently published on Juan Cole's website 
Informed Comment. ... Michael Raleigh
writes to say, “On Oct. 28, I'm speaking
to the Cliff Dwellers Book Group, where
we will be discussing In the Castle of the
Flynns, and on Nov. 15 I will speak at the
Near North Branch Library, discussing
The Conjurer’s Boy. ... Cheryl Reed,
who will present the Society’s November
program, was included among the
Chicago Tribune's “Quotables” on Sept.
24 after her car was towed from the
bookstore where she was launching her
new book. ... Jim Schwab was scheduled
to speak in Greenville, North Carolina,
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one of the great injustices in American
history wasn’t easy because the photogra-
phers were working under government
restrictions, he said. 

“Rich and I had many, many long con-
versations about how to approach present-
ing this collection,” Williams said. “We
wanted to acknowledge there are short-
comings. We wanted to hold back on
some of those pictures
that kind of bordered on
propaganda, but we want
to you to see what hap-
pened.”

Although the collection
is an incomplete record, it
is the only one of its size
and scope that exists, he
said.

“Rich and I really
struggled with how to
portray the life in the
camps,” Williams said.
“When you read other
other accounts, particular-
ly oral history books,
about what happened in
the camps, it truly was
terrible. Rats crawling up bedspreads,
communal bathrooms with stalls with no
doors. It is showering, it is living in bar-
racks with multiple families where there
is fighting going on, there is lovemaking
going on, there is everything in between.

“Rich and I were really looking for the
evidence to show this, and unfortunately
it is not there. We tried to edit the photo-
graphs to show as well as we could the
bleak conditions. ... I think we both
agreed this is not everything we hoped
for, but it is all there is and we tried to
shape it in a way that shows the experi-
ence as well as we could.” 

SMA member Donna Seaman wrote

in Booklist that the authors succeeded.
“In this unique, richly produced volume,

they showcase 170 magnificent black-and-
white pictures accompanied by an excep-
tionally illuminating narrative to tell the
staggering stories of the resilient, coura-
geous people Lange and others so sensitive-
ly photographed,” Seaman wrote. “Cahan
and Williams even tracked down survivors,

who share haunting mem-
ories. The result is an
intensely revelatory and
profoundly resonant book
of beauty and strength,
history and caution.”   

To add depth to their
account, Cahan and
Williams read almost
every letter to the editor
on the topic appeared in
California newspapers at
that time. To track down
and interview many of
the people who appeared
in the photos, the authors
scoured the photos for
clues: numbers on tags or
names on luggage.

The result was a book that tells the
story the authors wanted to tell for readers
who pay close attention.

“When you look at these pictures, you
need to really look deeply because there
is so much behind them,” Williams said. 

Telling the story was an education even
for the authors, Cahan said.

“The most important lesson we learned
is if you oppose an action, any action, it is
very important to stand up early because
once the mechanism is in place, it is prob-
ably too late to stand up,” he said.

“This was a very special project for us,”
he added. “This is the most relevant and
timely book we have ever done.”

The Society of Midland Authors has
a new year coming up. Here is the
slate of officers and directors the

Society is proposing for the coming year,
which ends June 30, 2018. 

If any member has alternate names to
propose, please contact an officer or
member of the board.

If there are no other nominations, these
are the names that will be voted on at an

upcoming meeting:
President: Thomas Frisbie; Vice

President Marlene Targ Brill. Recording
Secretary: Lisa Holton; Corresponding
Secretary: Charles Masters; Membership
Secretary: Thomas Frisbie; Treasurer:
James Schwab.

Also, Directors (three-year terms):
Dick Simpson, Michelle Cox, James
Merriner. 

 STORY

2017-18 slate of officers, directors

2017, Society 
of Midland Authors
P.O. Box 10419, Chicago IL 60610

Editor: Thomas Frisbie
tomfrisbie@aol.com

Copy Editor: Beverly Offen

www.midlandauthors.com

Follow the Society on 
Twitter@midlandauthors

Society of Midland Authors members
can now pay their membership dues,
buy tickets to the annual dinner and
make donations on our website with
PayPal (there is a $1 fee to help cover
PayPal’s fee). To make a donation, visit
our home page at www.midlandau-
thors.com and click on the "Donate"
button in the upper right corner.
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SMA Program Chair Greg
Borzo introduces speakers
Richard Cahan and Michael
Williams at the SMA’s Sept.
12 program.
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Sept. 27, as part of a panel on
“Subdivision Design and Flood Hazard
Areas” at the North Carolina chapter con-
ference of the American Planning
Association. Since retiring from APA at
the end of May, he has also launched Jim
Schwab Consulting, a solo urban plan-
ning practice. ... Gail Lukasik writes to
say, “My book White Like Her [see
Literary Latest, Page 5] has generated a
great deal of interest. I have 10 speaking
engagements scheduled for fall and early
winter.” ... SUNY Oswego's Living
Writers Series this fall will include Amy
Hassinger on Oct. 23. ... The July 24
Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel quoted Jon
Lauck saying, “I think
underneath a lot of the
friction in our politics
today is a yearning for
a real sense of plural-
ism in the country.
There is a lot of frus-
tration with the coasts
dominating media and
culture. Well, places
like Wisconsin have
lots of culture, too, and a strong literary
tradition and voices. This is an important
time to hear those voices again.” Lauck
also “had a wonderful CSPAN interview”
Sept. 8 about the Midwest. ... Crystal
Chan emails to say: “I have sold my next
book to Simon & Schuster, All That I
Can Fix (summer 2018)! It's about a 15-
year-old mixed-race teenager whose
father attempted suicide and is recovering
at home; while the family is trying to
pick up the pieces, a local exotic zoo has
an outbreak and there are lions running,
eating and killing small children. Based
on a true story: The exotic zoo outbreak
of Zanesville, Ohio. Life is stranger than
fiction, indeed. I was back on Wisconsin
Public Radio a couple times. My stories
run about three minutes long, and it just
makes me so happy to be able to give sto-
ries of hope to so many people. On a dif-
ferent note, I run a Meetup group for peo-
ple who are spiritual but not religious
here in Chicago. It got on Harvard's
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Megan Stielstra will speak at the
next SMA program (Pg. 9). Here’s
what she tells Literary License:

Literary License: Undercurrents of
fear and kindness run through The Wrong
Way to Save Your Life. What drew you to
these themes?

Megan Stielstra: I came to this project
to interrogate my own fear. My experi-
ence with postpartum depression was for
sure a jumping-off point. It felt so soli-
tary, so lonely and secret and shameful.
Why? I’m not the first person to talk
about it, to write about it. I’ll keep talking
about, writing about it. I don’t want any-
one to feel alone. You’re not alone. We’re
here. I’m here. I see you.

Fear is such a pervasive emotion in our
culture, personal and
political. It’s in every
aspect of my life: par-
enting, writing, teach-
ing. My beautiful,
complicated city. This
beautiful, complicated
country. I was in the
final rewrites of this
book during the 2016
presidential campaign, which certainly
influenced my thinking. Talking about
fear – acknowledging how it can hurt peo-
ple – is not enough. Not even close. The
conversation needs center on action. What
can we do? How can we make this world
better, for us and our kids and everyone’s
kids and everyone, no matter their class or
race or gender or sexual orientation or
ability or the multiple intersections therein.

I kept coming back to kindness. How do
we treat people, in both our interpersonal
relationships and policy decisions that
dictate how people can and cannot live?

LL: One reviewer called your book
“deeply personal.” Do you agree?

Stielstra: Yes. And not because I wrote
about the things I’ve experienced, but
because all art is personal. Be it a book or
a painting, a film or a song, a meal or a
poem, you’re putting a piece of yourself
into someone else’s hands. “Here,” you
say. “Here is my heart.”

LL: You taught writing at Columbia
College Chicago and now teach creative
writing at Northwestern University. What can
today’s young writers teach the rest of us?

Stielstra: To widen our perspective.

Through the internet and social media, we
now have access to so many voices, ones
who’ve been missing from traditional
publishing for generations. We need to be
better and broader readers, thinkers, lis-
teners. I’ve been teaching writers in tradi-
tional and nontraditional classroom spaces
for almost 20 years, and the stories and

lived experiences I’ve
read every day from
young people have
shaped every aspect of
my life.

LL: What will most
surprise the readers of
your earlier books
about this one?

Stielstra: In
Chicago, the literary and theatrical com-
munities are tangled together in really
exciting ways. So much of the work I’ve
done in the past is live performance, on
stages and microphones around our city. I
was writing pretty straightforward narra-
tive – scene-building, storytelling – and
my previous collections included many of
those pieces. I think readers of the book
will be surprised – hopefully pleasantly so
– to find this work a bit more cerebral,
pushing against more traditional forms.

I’ve been told that this one is more
directly political, which I totally under-
stand. For a long time, when I was climb-
ing up and out of postpartum, it wasn’t as
possible for me to engage in the world in
ways I may have wanted. Now I am. I’m
here. I’m up off the floor. I have the good
fortune of a little light being shown on me
and my work, and I’m going to use it. I’m
going to say things that matter, and for
me, it will always come back to how we
are treating people, especially people dif-
ferent than ourselves.

LL: Are you planning another book?
Stielstra: Yes! I’m working on a novel.

It’s very ... weird.

Literary
Landscape

Megan
Stielstra

Oct. 10, 2017, program

Cliff Dwellers
200 S. Michigan Ave., 22nd floor

6 p.m. - Social Hour
7 p.m. - Program

Free - donations accepted

‘Fear is a pervasive emotion’

Amy
Hassinger



Nuns4Fun is scheduled to present Vicki
Quade’s “Bible Bingo: An Act of Charity
... in Two Acts” at the C.L. Hoover Opera
House Oct. 6. in Junction City, Kansas. ...
Ethan Michaeli was scheduled to be the
John & Pepper Francie Pepper Freedom
Lecture Series speaker at the National
Underground Railroad Freedom Center on
Sept. 12. ... The Chicago Sun-Times pub-
lished an Aug. 31 interview with Scott
Turow headlined: “Author Scott Turow:
Feels ‘a deep faith’ in ‘the power of good’ ”
... Peggy Reiff Miller recently read her

book The Seagoing Cowboy to students in
fifth and second grades at Junaluska
Elementary School in Waynesville, N.C.
... On Oct. 14,  Dominic Pacyga will co-
present a program at The Museums at
Lisle Station Park. ... Bill Yarrow was
among the poets at Myopic Books in
Chicago’s Wicker Park neighborhood who
in July read from their chapbooks about
the early days of the Trump administra-
tion ... Jonis Agee was scheduled to
speak Oct. 5 at the Abrahams (Omaha)

Library on Wounded Knee and do a Q&A
with audience members. Agee is author of
this year’s Omaha Reads selection, The
Bones of Paradise. ... The Keeping Quilt
by Patricia Polacco was a Librarian’s
Choice book in
September at the
Reading
(Pennsylvania) Public
Library. ... Patrick
Reardon wrote “The
elevated Loop, a
Chicago landmark in
everything but name”
for the Sept. 25
Chicago Tribune. ...
Carol Fisher Saller spoke Sept. 26 about
the 17th edition of the Chicago Manual of
Style on Chicago’s WTTW-Channel 11. ...
Dangerous Jane (Peachtree, Sept. 1,
2017) by Suzanne Slade is one of “two
new wonderful picture book biographies
that caught my eye,” Alice B. McGinty
wrote Sept. 24 in the (Champaign,
Illinois) News-
Gazette. Kirkus
Reviews wrote:
“Slade tells the pur-
posively inspiring
story with a poetic
flair, and [Alice]
Ratterree's pale,
evocatively washed-
out watercolor illus-
trations are richly
detailed. … An attrac-
tive volume introducing an important
American to young readers.” ... George
Bilgere, winner of the SMA’s 1995
Poetry Award, read from his work Sept. 6
in Cleveland Heights, Ohio.
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radar, and Harvard Divinity School is fly-
ing me out to the East Coast next week to
participate in a national think tank – it
focuses ‘spiritual innovators’ who are
gathering people outside the traditional
walls of religion. I can't even imagine the
people I will meet, the energy, the
dreams. It's not an overstatement to say
that I'm ecstatic. And honored.” ...
Jonathan Eig (see Literary Latest, Page
8) wrote a Sept. 26 op-ed for the
Washington Post headlined “Muhammad
Ali shows why brain disease won’t keep
football players off the field.” ... The
Sept. 24 Parade Magazine recommended
Keir Graff’s Montana Noir. ... Steven
Lubet co-authored an Aug. 29 Chicago
Tribune op-ed headlined “Why Trump is
wrong to equate George Washington with
Robert E. Lee.” ... Patrick McBriarty
will talk about the history of Chicago
bridges Nov. 17 at the Public Landing
Restaurant, 200 W. 8th St., Lockport,
Illinois, as part of the I & M Canal
National Heritage Area Dinner Lecture
Series presented by the Canal Corridor
Association. ... Merv Block asked him-
self: “Why do many broadcast anchors
thank reporters for merely doing their
job? Is it exaggerated etiquette? Habit?
Copycat-ism?” He checked into it, and
his answer is on his blog at www.mervin-
block.com. ... Electric Literature has

launched the first
episode of Star
Witness, a new seven-
part novella by novel-
ist Joe Meno, on
Recommended
Reading, EL’s weekly
online fiction maga-
zine. Meno told
Chicago Review of
Books, “I feel like the

possibilities the internet and digital tech-
nology offer language and text are barely
being explored or considered. The idea of
doing a seven-part story that unfolds
gradually, over time, over the course of a
few weeks, then disappears, seems excit-
ing to me. It also gets to a very human
condition in storytelling – the fact that the
stories we are told or are read to us are
children are often momentary. ... 
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Joe Meno

Suzanne Slade

George Bilgere

Former SMA
President James L.
Merriner is pursu-
ing photography in
retirement. One of
his photos, “Foggy
Dew,” was selected
for the “Nature in
View” exhibition at
the Chicago
Botanic Garden,
Regenstein Center,
from Oct. 7-29.
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‘A FASCINATING JOURNEY’

SMA award-winner Deborah Blum
says Ted Anton’s new book, Planet of
Microbes: The Perils and Potential of
Earth’s Essential Organisms (University
of Chicago Press, Nov. 10, 2017), “is a
fascinating journey through one of our
least visible and most influential land-
scapes. Anton [also an SMA award-win-
ner] makes it an adventure as well, full of
all the quirks and wonderful unexpected-
ness of good science – and good science

(Indiana University Press, Aug. 8, 2017).    
Boomhower writes to say, “For most of

my life, I have been fascinated by the
subject of World War II, particularly the
fierce fighting between American and
Japanese forces in the Pacific. One of the
reasons I gravitated toward the Pacific
theater of operations was my reading of

Robert L. Sherrod's
classic book Tarawa:
The Story of a Battle.
As someone who for-
merly worked as a
reporter, I was
amazed at Sherrod's
skill in reporting on
the desperate fighting
on Beto Island in the
Tarawa Atoll, and the
bravery he displayed

in being on the ground in the thick of the
action with the members of the U.S.
Marine Corps tasked with taking Beto
from the Japanese. A correspondent for
Time and Life magazines, Sherrod was
no ‘communique commando,’ staying
safely behind the front lines doing his
reporting, but someone who wanted to be
where the action was and able to know
what gunpowder smelled like. 

“In following the Marines as they
fought across the central Pacific, battling
the Japanese on Betio, Saipan, Iwo Jima
and Okinawa, Sherrod produced, as the
Washington Post noted, ‘some of the
most vivid accounts of men at war ever
produced by an American journalist.’ He
became a spokesman for the Marines,
articulating what they felt and suffered in
combat to an often uncomprehending
public back home. His is a legacy that
needs to be remembered and celebrated.”

Ray E.
Boomhower

Publishing, Oct. 3, 2017) tells the story of
Gail Lukasik’s mother who chose to
“pass” for white in the Jim Crow South,
keeping the decision secret even from her
husband. A Q&A with Lukasik will
appear in November’s Literary License.

A LEGENDARY PHOTOGRAPHER

Meet Cindy Sherman: Artist,
Photographer, Chameleon (Roaring
Brook Press, Oct. 17, 2017)
by Jan Greenberg and Sandra Jordan
recounts the life of legendary photogra-
pher Cindy Sherman.

The book for grade
levels 2 through 7
asks how someone
becomes a ground-
breaking artist. 

Does it start when
you're very little and
discover that you like
to play dress up?
Does it happen when
you’re 10 years old

and someone gives you a Polaroid camera
for Christmas?

The biography infuses the narrative
with Sherman’s photographs, as well as
children’s first impressions of the photo-
graphs. 

Years before cell phones and the idea of
selfies existed, ground-breaking artist
Cindy Sherman put on costumes and
makeup, assumed roles and turned the
camera in on herself. Fashion, pop cul-
ture, art history and “the experience of
being a woman” became her subjects.
Greenberg and Jordan consider the way
Sherman’s childhood interests – watching
television, playing dress-up and making
paper dolls – influenced her work as a
mature artist.

Literary Latest

Jan Greenberg

‘NEW INSIGHTS’

In the fall of 1943, armed with only his
notebooks and pencils, Time and Life
correspondent Robert L. Sherrod waded
through neck-deep water and a hail of
bullets to reach Tarawa Atoll with the
U.S. Marine Corps. Sherrod chronicled
the Marines’ day-to-day struggles as they
battled the Japanese on Tarawa, Saipan,

Iwo Jima and Okinawa. Following
Sherrod’s death in 1994, the Washington
Post heralded his reporting as “some of
the most vivid accounts of men at war
ever produced by an American journal-
ist.” 

Ray E. Boomhower, a 2016 SMA
award-winner for his biography of John
Bartlow Martin, tells Sherrod’s story in
Dispatches from the Pacific: The World
War II Reporting of Robert L. Sherrod

MEMOIR AND SOCIAL HISTORY

White Like Her: My Family’s Story of
Race and Racial Passing (Skyhorse Turn to Page 6
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REALISTIC PICTURE BOOK

Musical Memories (Pizzicato Press,
Aug. 23, 2017) tells the story of
Gabrielle, who loves ballet. When her
grandmother presents her with tickets to
Cinderella, she can hardly wait. But out-
side the theater after the magical perform-
ance, Gabrielle is frightened and con-
fused by Grandmother's strange behavior.
Gabrielle's mother explains that
Grandmother has Alzheimer's disease.

Gerdner writes to say, “As a doctorally
prepared nurse, I have devoted almost 30
years of my career toward the develop-
ment and testing of an evidence-based
protocol (now in its fifth edition) for the
use of individualized music, as a non-
pharmacological intervention, for the
management of agitation in persons with
dementia, such as Alzheimer's disease.
This 50-page document has been the
impetus for additional testing by

researchers and
health care practition-
ers in the U.S. and
across the globe. The
intervention is rela-
tively inexpensive
and easily taught to
family caregivers.
Importantly it is
intended to be enjoy-
able and has shown

to be very effective. As an intervention,
individualized music can easily be used

edited by Jon K. Lauck.
In the early 20th century, the Midwest

experienced a flowering of regional ener-
gy and industry. Midwestern writers,
artists, crusaders and entrepreneurs domi-
nated in American culture.

Essays in this volume seek to bring
that forgotten Midwestern moment back
into the spotlight and inspire further
research into a period
of Midwestern histo-
ry that has been
largely forgotten. 

Lauck writes to
say, “It occurred to
me when I was work-
ing on my recent
book From Warm
Center to Ragged
Edge that we did not
know enough about
that era between the Civil War and World
War II when the Midwest was ascendant
and its writers and artists had great
national influence. Thus was born The
Midwestern Moment, which I concede
borrows its title from J.G.A. Pocock's
famous book The Machiavellian Moment.
The idea was to drill down on this period
of time and to let the prominent
Midwesterners from that era speak and
hopefully provide them with more atten-
tion and, perhaps, revive interest in them.
Hastings College Press was very interest-
ed in this project and in fact made The
Midwestern Moment the inaugural book
in their new series focused on reviving
interest in the Midwest.”

Among the essays in the volume are:
“ ‘People are getting tired of Broadway
and Fifth Avenue’: The Origins of the
Society of Midland Authors,” by former

Literary Latest
Continued from Page 5

Jon K. Lauck

Linda Gerdner

SMA President Robert Loerzel; “Village
Realism but No Revolt: Frazier Hunt’s
Sycamore Bend” by John E. Hallwas,
and “Typecast Rebels: The Strange
Careers of Winesburg, Ohio and Main
Street” by Lauck. 

A FORGOTTEN MOMENT

The Midwestern Moment: The
Forgotten World of Early Twentieth-
Century Midwestern Regionalism, 1880-
1940 (Hastings College Press, 2017) is

writing.”
Anton writes to say, “I’m a nonfiction

writer. Years ago, for another book, I wrote
a chapter about the discoveries by a for-
mer art student in a single Yellowstone
National Park pool. She and her col-
league found 30 new species of a new
form of life, microbes dubbed archaea,
and then they found 50 new species of
previously unknown bacteria.

“It turns out we know less than 1 per-
cent of the microorganisms in the world and
in our bodies. I thought those microbes
deserved a book of their own. Where did
microbial life appear and how does it
shape our climate and environment? What
are microbes’ uses in the body? How are
people trying to make money on them? 

“The quest to answer those questions
takes readers through a series of science
visions, running through multiple new
tools and modes of perception to ask:
how do we know the world? From energy
to medicine, the tiniest organisms are
changing the way we think. 

“In the climactic chapter of Planet of
Microbes, I go off road at Yellowstone
with a scientist to visit that same pool.”

Booklist said, “Anton cleverly choreo-
graphs coverage of the personalities of
scientists, their research and staggering
findings in sync with the astounding
opportunism and abilities of the micro-
scopic life forms that fascinate them.”

Turn to Page 7
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TALKING BACK 

Nasty Women Poets: An Unapologetic
Anthology of Subversive Verse (Lost
Horse Press, September 2017),
edited by Grace
Bauer (winner of
SMA's 2015 Book
Award in Poetry) and
former Louisiana Poet
Laureate Julie Kane, is
a collection of poems
that speaks to the cur-
rent political climate,
the stereotypes and
expectations women
have faced dating back to Eve and the
long history of women resisting those
limitations. The “nasty” women poets

included here (including many from the
Midwest, but also from across the U.S.
and from several foreign countries) talk
back to the men who created those limita-

in the home by family members, includ-
ing children. 

“Musical Memories is realistic picture
book that introduces an innovative model
for the translation of evidence-based
practice into an engaging story for chil-
dren and their family. The story focuses
on the relationship between a grand-
daughter and her grandmother who has
Alzheimer's disease. The story is unique
in that it reflects the current knowledge
and understanding of AD, going beyond
the issue of short-term memory to address
dysfunctional behaviors (i.e., anxiety and
agitation) that are commonly associated
with the disease. 

“The story uses a problem-solving
approach that models the protocol devel-
oped for individualized music in persons
with dementia to empower the grand-
daughter in maintaining a relationship
with her grandmother. Author notes that
directly relate to, and build upon the con-
tents presented in the story strengthens its
educational value. Musical Memories is
also intended to serve as a valuable re-
source for health care professionals and edu-
cators. A website has been developed to
enhance the value of the book with sup-
plemental resources for health care pro-
fessionals, parents and teachers, and kids:
https://gerdnerlinda.wixsite.com/musical
memories.”  

Literary Latest
Continued from Page 6

Grace Bauer

tions, honor foremothers who offered
models of resistance and survival, rewrite
myths, celebrate their own sexuality and
bodies, and the girlhoods they survived.

Bauer sends Literary License this
“statement from the editors”:

“The title of this anthology is obviously
taken from the infamous comment the
current resident of the White House made
during the final presidential debate. Many
of us felt an immediate sense of outrage
when he said it – because we sensed that
in the candidate's mind, the epithet might
apply not just to Hillary Rodham Clinton,
but to any woman who refused to act like
a pussy waiting to be grabbed, a model
wife, or a Playboy bunny ready to serve.
The phrase stuck in our heads (as well as
our craws). As poets, we have always
believed that writing well is the best
revenge, so while we struggled to articu-
late our own responses, we had no doubt
that other women poets were doing the
same. What might happen if we asked to
hear from them all? And so the idea for
this anthology was born. 

“Our call for poems went out – primari-
ly over social media – the day after the
election, with Inauguration Day as the
deadline. We wanted not just poems
about the election (though we received
several of those), but poems by women
who proudly celebrate their own nastiness
in a variety of ways. If you are a woman
who refuses to submit, we said, then we
want your submission.

“We received submissions from over
500 poets from across the U.S. and sever-

al foreign countries, and ultimately divid-
ed the collection into 10 thematic sec-
tions-each addressing some aspect of con-
temporary women's lives. While we
might despair of the need for this anthol-
ogy, we choose instead to delight in its
glorious nastiness and hope that readers
will, too.”

ESSAYS AND RIFFS

And These Are the Good Times (Side
Street Press, Sept. 20, 2017) by Patricia
Ann McNair has essays and riffs on
dancing to the jukebox in dark taverns;
saying goodbye to her father on the last
morning of his life; having sex in the
backseat of a car at a drive-in movie;
drinking scotch in a nightclub in Havana,
Cuba, and coffee in Paris; making up sto-

ries on the run; flirting
with boys on summer
nights on a Chicago
beach; finding the per-
fect sentence; and
gathering the entirety
of her recently
deceased brother’s
things in two plastic
garbage bag.

McNair writes to
say, “And These Are

the Good Times did not start life as a
book, but as a few essays written and
published here and there, and then a few
more, and then a few more. It takes me a
while to start to see the connections
between things, but I did, finally, and
started to envision this book as a collec-
tion of essays. The subtitle is ‘A Chicago
gal riffs on death, sex, life, dancing, writ-

Patricia Ann
McNair

Turn to Page 8
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Dues cover mailings and other organi-
zational expenses, but the Society always
needs additional money for programs
such as the awards at the annual May
book awards banquet. 

Thanks to these members who made

recent contributions: 
Theresa Amato, Stanley “Tex”

Banash, Theodore Berland, Marlene
Targ Brill, Ray Boomhower, Bernard
Brommel, Pat Camalliere, Liane
Clorfene Casten, Michael Ebner,
Jonathan Eig, Robert J.R. Follett,
Beverly Friend, Thomas Frisbie, Frank

Gonzalez-Crussi, Sue Harrison, Rick
Kogan, Cathleen Maza, Robert J.
Nelson, Michael Norman, Dominic
Pacyga, Carolyn Splear Pratt, Michael
Raleigh, Robert Remer, Carol Fisher
Saller, Dick Simpson, Lynn Sloan, Scott
Turow, Claude Walker, Gloria Whelan
and Deborah Woodworth.

SMA Support

Literary Latest
Continued from Page 7

FIRST FULL BIOGRAPHY OF ALI 

Ali: A Life (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt,
Oct. 3, 2017) by Jonathan Eig is the first
complete, unauthorized biography of one
of the 20th century's most fantastic fig-
ures. 

Based on more than 500 interviews
with almost all of Ali’s surviving associ-
ates, and enhanced by the author’s dis-

covery of thousands of
pages of FBI records
and newly uncov-
ered Ali interviews
from the 1960s, it
is a portrait of a man
who became a legend.

Eig tells Literary License:
“Believe it or not, there had never
been a full biography of Ali. I was
shocked when I realized it. The timing
was just right – it had been almost 50
years since he’d emerged as champion
and since he’d refused to fight in
Vietnam.

“At the same time, there were hundreds
of great sources still living, including Ali
himself and three of his four wives. I
loved Ali as a kid, and I loved him as a
biography subject even more. His story
has everything – sex, violence, race, reli-
gion! He was the greatest of alllll tiiiiime!
I tried to give him the book he deserved.”

T.J. Stiles, author of Custer's Trials and
The First Tycoon, wrote: "Finally
Muhammad Ali has a biography as big,
complex, and memorable as the man him-
self – or as close as any book can come.
From panoramic views of Ali's place in

racial, political, and
cultural conflicts, to
gripping accounts of
his fights, to vivid
close-ups of his out-
sized personality and
relationships based on
new sources, Ali will
fascinate you from
beginning to end.”

Booklist wrote:
“Eig takes the story

much further, providing fascinating
details on Ali’s childhood and, later, on
his career as a boxer, both the well-docu-
mented triumphs but also the gradual

ing, wonder, loneliness, place, family,
faith, coffee, and the FBI (among other
things)’ and for me, the key words here
are ‘Chicago’ and  ‘riffs.’ When Side
Street Press, a Chicago-centric publisher
(as they call themselves) put out a call for
manuscripts, it occurred to me that these
pieces, various as they are, are connected
by my longtime residence in this vibrant
city. So I put them together, and the parts
made a whole.

“What I find most satisfying about
these essays is that I was able to inspect
so many moments and events from my
life, and that I was able to expose the bad
and the good times equally. I admire
when writers don't shy away from seem-
ingly unpleasant content in order to
explore the full range of the human expe-
rience, and that is what I hope to have
accomplished here.”

SMA member Christine Sneed wrote,
“The essays in And These Are the Good
Times are so arrestingly good that I had to
stop several times to marvel at how keen,
generous, and compassionate Patricia
McNair’s writing is. She’s put her arms
around the world and embraced so many
of its complexities with the great heart
and wondering eye of a poet.”

Jonathan Eig

diminution of his skills, which led to the
embarrassing last fights and, even-

tually, to the brain damage
and Parkinson’s that
defined Ali’s later years.

(Eig even provides a run-
ning count of all the

punches Ali took in his
career, a toll that increased

exponentially toward the end.)”
Ken Burns wrote: “Finally, after

so many works focusing on this fight
or that, the whole man, the whole life, is
presented here.”

NEWEST E-BOOK 

Poet and activist Kevin Coval’s newest
e-book is An Individual’s Historical Past
of Chicago. 

‘BEAUTIFUL TRIBUTE’

Of April Pully Sayre’s new book, Full
of Fall (Beach Lane Books, Aug. 29,
2017), the School Library Journal said,
“The pages in this beautiful tribute to
autumn virtually throb with color at every
turn. ... [T]his [book] is a standout for its
elegance, simplicity, and gorgeous pho-
tography.”
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The SMA's president from 1944 to
1947 was Fay-Cooper Cole (1881-1961),

a professor who'd
founded the University
of Chicago's anthropol-
ogy department and
served as an expert
witness at the Scopes
"Monkey Trial" in
1925, when Tennessee
schoolteacher Thomas
Scopes was prosecuted
for teaching evolution.

He was recruited by defense lawyer
Clarence Darrow, who also was a

member of the Society. 
Cole submitted a statement to

the court: "Anthropologists
accept evolution as the most
satisfactory explanation of the
observed facts relating to the
universe, to our world and all
life on it," he began. His con-

clusion: "…it is impossible to
teach anthropology or the pre-his-

tory of man without teaching evolu-
tion." 

An authority on the peoples
and cultures of the Malay
Archipelago, Cole wrote popular

accounts of human evolution and the
growth of culture, including The Long
Road From Savagery to Civilization and
The Story of Man (with Mabel Cook

Cole). As president, Cole went "all out to
promote the talents of individual mem-
bers," according to Gerstenberg.

The next president, serving from 1947
to 1949, was Lloyd Wendt (1908-2007),
who wrote classic books about Chicago
history with fellow SMA member
Herman Kogan, including Lords of the
Levee, Give the Lady What She Wants:
The Story of Marshall Field & Company
and Big Bill of Chicago. 

"There was a magic to that team that
could not be replicated, and I reread their
books every few years just for the joy of
it," Herman's son Rick Kogan (also an
SMA member) remarked in 2007. 

Wendt, who started at the Tribune in
1934, covered politics and City Hall, and
his 1941 series on the Outfit's influence
over labor unions brought threats from
unidentified thugs. In World War II, he
served stateside as a lieutenant command-
er with naval intelligence, helping with
Allied invasion plans. He taught fiction at
Northwestern University in the early 1950s
and wrote the novel Bright Tomorrow. 

After editing at Chicago's American and
Chicago Today, he finished his newspaper
career at the Tribune in 1975. Later he
chronicled the paper's history in his book
Chicago Tribune: The Rise of a Great
American Newspaper. Gerstenberg
praised him for giving "serious attention"
to the SMA when he was president. 

“I hope I do not sound too aggres-
sive in presenting these ideas, – I
am quite a new member. I do not
think we should have 'just ahdinary
recordings!' 

“Midland Authors is a different
organization. Let's make our min-
utes different, too. Let's have an
alive record, – not just 'the president
opened the meeting, etc., etc.' Let's
have things worthwhile. Why not
describe our charming president,–-
the cothes [sic] she wore and the
driving force in her voice? Why not
record how sweet
and dear John T.
McCutcheon was?
Let's touch on his
greatness in telling
about his brother
rather than of him-
self. Let's put per-
sonal gestures in, –
as when you so gra-
ciously came to the
new members to ask if they knew
every one, – and your lovely way in
making new people feel that
they are a part of the organiza-
tion. 

“Let's put the funny little
incidents down, –  as when
Carveth Wells blurted out
that he did not understand
modern poetry, and his love-
ly, young wife jumped up
and said, ‘Do not mind him,
he is an old fashioned boy.’ 

“It seems to me this would
be in keeping with the way
Midland Authors do things. I
am sending this appeal to
you because you were asked to be
secretary, – also because you have
great love for the unusual, and
because you know everybody.”

This is Part 20 of the history of the
Society. 

On Jan. 19, 1945, SMA member
Bernie Bryant wrote to Alice
Gerstenberg, suggesting that she

should take more vivid minutes of SMA
meetings. Bryant's letter offers a glimpse
of what these meetings were like:

The Society in the mid-1940s

Literary
Lore

Robert
Loerzel

Alice
Gerstenberg

In the 1940s
Herman Kogan
(left) wrote
books with then-
SMA President
Lloyd Wendt
(1908-2007).
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Authors
night 
at the
Plymouth
Grill
After the Sept. 12 Society of

Midland Authors program at the
Harold Washington Library

Center in Chicago, Richard Cahan and
Michael Williams, who presented the
program; members of the Society of
Midland Authors, and interested readers
who attended the pro-
gram repaired to the
nearby Plymouth
Restaurant & Rooftop
Bar for an evening of
discussing the pro-
gram and talking
books. 

The post-program
author gathering is a
new tradition started
by SMA Program
Chair Greg Borzo,
and it has had not
only good attendance but also an amazing
assortment of free appetizers.   

All SMA members are invited to the
Plymouth Grill after the twice-a-year
events at the Harold Washington Library
Center and also to the 6 p.m. pre-talk
social hour when the programs are at the
Cliff Dwellers Club in Chicago.

From left: SMA Board Member Allen Salter, former SMA President Robert
Loerzel and Emily Clark Victorson, co-founder and publisher of Allium Press of
Chicago. (Photos by Thomas Frisbie)

From left: Karen Burke, Michael Williams and Richard Cahan.

Former SMA
President
Richard Frisbie

From left: Former SMA President
Robert Loerzel and SMA Board
Member Dominic Pacyga.

From left:
SMA

Corresponding
Secretary

Charles
Masters, for-

mer SMA
President

Craig Sautter
and history

buff Kenneth
Benson.
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James Kennedy is the author of The
Order of Odd-Fish (Delacorte Books for

Young Readers, 2008),
which was named a
Smithsonian Notable
Book for Children. 

Also, in 2013 author
Daniel Kraus, writing
in USA Today, said the
character of Ken Kiang
in The Order of Odd-
Fish is one of “five of
my favorite fictional
baddies.”

The Order of Odd-
Fish is Kennedy’s first novel. He also
curates the 90-Second Newbery Film
Festival and recently wrote a short story
for the upcoming Improbable Botany
anthology. He lives with his wife and two
daughters in Chicago.

He was nominated by Keir Graff. 

Beth Finke is an award-winning author,
teacher, journalist and a recipient of a
National Endowment for the Arts grant.
She also happens to be blind.

She is the author of Long Time, No See
(University of Illinois Press, 2003); Hanni
and Beth: Safe and Sound (Blue Marlin
Publications, 2007), and Writing Out
Loud: What a Blind Teacher Learned
from Leading a Memoir Class for Seniors
(Golden Alley Press, 2017).

Writing Out Loud chronicles the chal-
lenges and rewards of Finke’s decade-
long adventure in helping older adults
write their stories. 

Their poignant memories intertwine
with her own, and the experience is rich
with life lessons for both students and
teacher.

Finke is a featured commentator on
NPR. Her articles have been published by

National Geographic School Publishing,
the Chicago Tribune Sunday Magazine,
Woman’s Day Magazine, The Writer,
Business Law Today, University of
Chicago Magazine, the New York Post,
Dog Fancy and The Bark.

She is the recipient
of a writing fellowship
from the National
Endowment for the
Arts and the ASPCA’s
Henry Bergh award
for children’s litera-
ture. She won 
a Peter Lisagor Award
for a radio piece about
the Chicago White
Sox.

She lives with her
husband and Seeing Eye dog, Whitney, in
Chicago.

She was nominated by Marlene Targ
Brill.

Beth 
Finke

New Members

James
Kennedy


